Management of contact dermatitis due to nickel allergy: an update
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Abstract: Nickel is the major cause of allergic contact dermatitis in the general population, both among children and adults, as well as in large occupational groups. This metal is used in numerous industrial and consumer products, including stainless steel, magnets, metal plating, coinage, and special alloys, and is therefore almost impossible to completely avoid in daily life. Nickel contact dermatitis can represent an important morbidity, particularly in patients with chronic hand eczema, which can lead to inability to work, a decrease in quality of life and significant healthcare expenses. Therefore, its management is of great importance. This article reviews diagnostic, preventive and therapeutic strategies in this field.
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Introduction

“Nickel is with you and does things for you from the time you get up in the morning until you go to sleep at night.” This phrase from the brochure “The Romance of Nickel” clearly shows that this metal is present in a large variety of products, and therefore is almost impossible to avoid.1,2 Nickel is an important cause of allergic contact dermatitis (ACD) in the general population, both among children and adults, with a worldwide prevalence of around 8.6%.3 The prevalence among young females is even higher, around 17%.4 Most cases are due to nonoccupational exposure. Nickel allergy affects women 3 to 10 times more than men and is usually due to daily contact with jewelry, garments and wristwatches.5-7 Some experimental studies suggest that women are more likely to develop contact sensitivity than men.8

As an occupational disease it particularly affects men, but the number of women with occupational exposure is increasing.9 Nickel allergy can cause inability to work and require change of jobs. Workers particularly exposed to nickel include cashiers, hairdressers, jewelers, dental technicians, auto-mechanics, electroplaters, dyers, homemakers and persons who manipulate nickel-plating hand tools.10

A genetic predisposition possibly plays a role and a study has shown that women who become sensitized to nickel have an higher prevalence of HLA-B35 and BW22 antigens.11 The importance of genetic factors has also been studied in children.12-14 Loss-of-function mutations in the filaggrin gene are likely to increase the risk of nickel allergy.15 Nickel is the number one allergen in frequency of positive patch test reactions. Reports from the North American Contact Dermatitis Group (NACDG) revealed that 16.2% of the US population showed a positive reaction to nickel, documenting an increase from 14.3% in the 1994–1996 study period.16 In Central Europe, 12.9% of the patch tested population is positive to this metal.7 In another study of the European Surveillance System of Contact Allergies 20% of 9871 tested patients were sensitized.
to nickel, with the highest prevalence in Italy (32.2%), and lowest in Denmark (9.7%).

Duarte showed that in adolescents with a positive patch test reaction, 31% were allergic to nickel, making it the most common allergen in this age group.

Nickel contact dermatitis represents an important morbidity that can lead to inability to work, a decrease in quality of life and significant healthcare expenses. Therefore its management is of great importance. This article reviews diagnostic, preventive and therapeutic strategies in this field.

### Source of sensitization

Sensitization to nickel can occur from skin contact with jewelry and consumer products, from occupational exposure and experimentally. It can occur either by exogenous (skin contact) or endogenous exposure (oral, inhalation).

### Jewelry and consumer products

Ear piercing is the most common cause of sensitization, and thus represents a strong risk factor for nickel allergy, even in men. About 81.5% of nickel positive patch-tested women have pierced ears.

Nickel ACD occurs when metallic items, corroded by human sweat, saliva, and other body fluids, release free nickel ions that act as haptens, inducing sensitization. This explains why nickel allergy depends on climatic factors, as sweating increases the release of nickel from nickel-plated items.

Nickel exposure amount per skin unit area can be quantified as μg/cm² and may vary over time depending on skin contact. It is then more relevant to look for “low nickel release” than for “nickel free” items.

In 1990, Denmark legislated a limit of 0.5 μg/cm²/week of nickel release from nickel-containing alloys and coatings. In 1994, the European Union adopted a similar legislation. Due to this directive, a decline in the prevalence of nickel allergy was observed in Denmark and Germany. However, despite these new regulations, the metal is still the most common allergen detected by patch testing all over Europe.

Stainless steel and white gold usually release less than 0.5 μg/cm²/week but nickel-coated items typically release more than that, and thus represent an important cause of elicitation or aggravation of ACD in previously sensitized individuals. In addition, there is evidence that a proportion of nickel-allergic individuals can react even in the presence of lower levels of exposure. Rasenen demonstrated that stainless steel ear-piercing kits that release less than 0.05 μg/cm²/week could induce sensitization.

Among consumer products, nickel can be found in make-up, washing liquids and powers, and other household products, but these only exceptionally cause allergy in nickel-sensitized individuals.

Several cases of nickel ACD in neonates and infants have been described and sources of sensitization in this age group are numerous, including earrings, jewelry worn by the mother, bed rails, metal buttons and snaps in underwear, identification bracelets, safety pins, zippers, jeans and belt buckles, metal accessories, shoes, coins, metal toys, magnets, medallions, keys, and door handles.

Nickel ACD can also occasionally be induced by orthodontic appliances, which can cause cheilitis, perioral eczema, stomatitis and even systemic dermatitis on the eyelids, fingers, ears, and periorbital area. However, nickel sensitization is lower in adolescents who wear dental braces before ear piercing as they may develop immunological tolerance.

It is controversial whether or not metal plates utilized in orthopedic surgery could sensitize or exacerbate a pre-existing nickel allergy and even lead to rejection of the hip replacement. However, there is general agreement that nickel allergy is not a contraindication for the application of a stainless steel or vitallium metal hip.

### Occupational exposure

Nickel is an important occupational allergen, even though the prevalence of occupational dermatitis from nickel is not known. A Brazilian study showed occupational exposure in 39% of 404 patients with positive patch test to metals.

A recent study of the North American Contact Dermatitis revealed that 13.1% of 5,148 patch-tested patients had occupational-related skin dermatitis.

Industrial exposure, particularly in the plating industry is significant. It may not only cause contact dermatitis, but also asthma, nasal septum perforation, pneumonia, and nasal and lung cancer.

Industrial uses of nickel include production of stainless steel, nickel alloys and nickel cast iron, electroplating and electroforming, manufacture of alkaline batteries (nickel cadmium batteries), catalysts, coin manufacture, production of welding products including nickel electrodes and filler wire, production of sintered components, pigments, and electronics.

Usually primary sensitization occurs from nonoccupational sources and work exposure aggravates the dermatitis, but occasionally primary sensitization occurs in the workplace, mainly from nickel contact.
Workers develop chronic hand eczema, as many work tools release large amounts of the metal which can also penetrate through rubber gloves. Generally 30% to 40% of patients with occupational nickel allergy develop hand eczema. Involvement of the hands in a nickel-sensitized patient should raise the possibility that nickel is acting as an occupational allergen.

Experimental sensitization
Experimental sensitization to nickel has been largely studied. Vandenberg showed that 9% of individuals repeatedly exposed to 25% nickel chloride in 0.1% sodium lauryl sulfate solution were sensitized. Kligman was able to induce nickel allergy in 12 of 25 patients exposed to 10% nickel sulfate solution by irritating the skin.

Multiple sensitizations to metals
Nickel allergy is frequently associated with reactivity to other metals, mainly chromium and cobalt, but whether this is a result of cross-reactivity or multiple sensitizations is still under debate.

Since metallic items often contain multiple metals, as in stainless steel (iron/nickel/chromium), copper-nickel and nickel-silver (nickel/copper/zinc) multiple sensitization can easily occur. Besides, cross-reactivity requires chemical similarities that are not present in such cases.

Cross-challenge experiments carried out in guinea pigs to clarify simultaneous patch-test reactivity and possible cross-reactivity to metals (nickel sulfate-cobalt chloride; nickel sulfate-palladium chloride), show that cross-reactivity is possibly involved in reactions to nickel sulfate-palladium chloride but not in reactions to nickel sulfate-cobalt chloride and nickel sulfate-potassium dichromate. It has also been suggested that sensitization to one allergen facilitates sensitization to another unrelated chemical. Lamintausta performed a study in guinea pigs sensitized to nickel and found that they could be more easily sensitized to cobalt. In another study, the same author compared patch test reactions in nickel-positive and nickel-negative female patients and found that cobalt allergy was significantly more common in nickel-positive patients. Duarte patch tested 1208 patients with a presumptive diagnosis of contact dermatitis, and found that 404 (33.5%) had at least one positive reaction to nickel and/or cobalt and/or chromium, with 487 positive reactions to metals (48% of all positive reactions). Approximately 18.5% had positive reactions to two or three metals and the association of nickel and cobalt was the most frequently observed.

Methods
A review of the literature was carried out using PubMed-Medline and contact dermatitis and occupational skin disease books. Key search terms included: nickel contact dermatitis, nickel contact allergy, nickel sensitization, nickel, children contact dermatitis, and metal contact dermatitis. In addition, references of relevant articles and reviews were manually searched for additional sources. Bibliographies of retrieved publications were reviewed to identify sources not obtained in our search.

A summary of the evidence and proposed recommendations were then generated.

Approach to patients with nickel ACD
Management of nickel contact dermatitis include early diagnosis and preventive and therapeutic strategies.

Diagnosis
History and clinical examination
A detailed history should investigate possible source of exposure, including daily activities, environmental conditions, past and current occupations and manipulation of products. In children, it is important to examine and question their parents and careers.

Clinical features include localized primary eruptions or generalized secondary eruptions, which can be eczematous or not.

Primary eruptions are characterized by recurrent eczematous lesions on the sites of direct contact with the items that release nickel, such as earlobes (use of earrings), wrists (use of watches), neck (use of necklaces) and umbilical region (jeans button). The face and scalp may be involved from contact with cellular phones, piercing, and hair clasps.

In sensitized individuals, transcutaneous, inhalatory, intravenous or oral exposure to nickel can cause a systemic allergic contact dermatitis. Clinical features include involvement of previous exposed areas (flare-up of dermatitis and/or patch test sites), as well as unexposed areas (maculopapular exanthema, pompholyx, flexural eczema, “baboon syndrome”, and vasculitis-like lesions) and general symptoms (headache, malaise, fever, arthralgia, pirosis, nausea, diarrhea and vomiting).

The maculopapular exanthema with flexural involvement presents as a symmetrical eruption of the neck, face, eyelids, elbow flexures and forearms, hands, inner thighs, anogenital regions, and may be generalized.
Pompholyx has been associated with nickel allergy in women, adolescents and twins, but this issue still remains controversial.59–61

The “baboon syndrome” is a rare, characteristic, dark-violet to pink eruption in the area of the buttocks, genital area and inner thighs. The name denotes a characteristic clinical picture reminiscent of the red gluteal region of a baboon. The flexural predilection of the eruption is unclear, and it could be only partially explained by local occlusion and sweating.59,62

Systemic allergic contact dermatitis to nickel is hapten-specific and with a clear dose-response relationship. Immunological investigations in nickel-sensitive individuals whose dermatitis flared after oral nickel provocation showed that CD8+ “memory” CLA+ T lymphocytes and T lymphocytes with a type 2-cytokine profile are involved.63

Rarely nickel causes noneczematous dermatitis, such as contact urticaria, papular lichenoid eruption and vasculitis-like lesions.64,65–67

**Patch testing**

Contact allergy is diagnosed by patch testing. As this test measures only whether the individual is sensitized or not, a positive test reaction is not necessarily an indicator of clinical disease. Clinical relevance of patch test results should always be established. There is a high degree of concordance between history of nickel exposure and outcome of patching testing.68,69

Nickel is the most common positive patch test allergen. It has been estimated that nickel-positive tests are seen in 10% to 30% of female patients, 2% to 8% of male patients, 15.9% of children and 13.7% of patients older than 65, but it varies greatly, depending on the selected population.7,70,71 Although sensitivity and sensibility of patch testing is not exactly known, reproducibility is generally high, even though results may vary in the same patient at different times.72–74

The standard patch test concentration of nickel sulfate is 5% pet in Europe and 2.5% pet in the USA. Positive reactions are usually strong.

False-positive reactions may occur in atopics, where follicular irritative reactions are common. Weak true-positive reactions can also show a follicular pattern.

False-negative reactions can also occur. In case of strong clinical suspicion, the test can be repeated with nickel chloride 5%, which increases nickel concentration, by using penetration enhancers such as dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) or scratching the skin before patch test application.

Since patch tests are often performed by different specialists including allergologists, dermatologists, pediatricians, and general physicians, special training is essential to correctly judge and interpret the test in order to distinguish allergic from irritative reactions and establish patch test relevance.

Patch testing is considered safe in children, but positive reactions should be assessed with caution. Some limitations include the small patch test surface, hyper mobility (which may result in loss of patch test materials), particularly in younger children, and the hesitation of some parents to allow patch testing. Some authors recommend the same patch test concentration as in adults, but others recommend lower allergen concentration.75 In case of doubtful reactions it is advisable to retest with a lower concentration.

**Dimethylgloxime (DMG) spot-test**

This test identifies metallic objects that contain high nickel concentrations (at least 1:10,000) and can be useful to screen personal items in individuals allergic to nickel. An object that gives a negative result is unlikely to induce the dermatitis. Dermatology staff may test a patient’s metal alloys in the office or nickel-sensitive patients can purchase a test kit and be taught how to use it at home to screen jewelry, metallic surfaces or any other metal object.

The spot-test kit contains 1% dimethilgloxime in alcohol solution (30 mL) and 10% ammonium hydroxide solution (30 mL). There are two methods to perform the test. Fisher’s original method consists in putting a few drops of each solution on the metallic object; a positive reaction is denounced by a pink-red precipitate.76 Most metal alloys give a positive reaction, except stainless steel.

A modification of this technique was proposed by Shore who suggests applying a few drops of DMG and then a few drops of ammonium hydroxide on a cotton-tipped applicator that is then rubbed against the object. A pink-red precipitate on the applicator tip detects a positive reaction.77

The test can roughly quantify the nickel content as the precipitate color can vary between pale pink to red.

**Experimental oral provocation**

This technique is not routinely recommended, but it is a possibility in patients with pompholyx when a possible role of nickel is suspected.

Nickel dietary intake varies from 0.1 mg to 0.5 mg, and thus the induction of systemic dermatitis by foods remains controversial, as experimental doses are usually higher than those introduced with foods.78–81
Several studies had been performed in order to induce flare-ups of nickel dermatitis by oral challenge, particularly in patients with pompholyx. It was shown that flare-up occurs in a dose-response way.\(^8\)\(^9\)\(^8\)

**Finger immersion test**

The patient is asked to put one or more fingers in a solution containing nickel to see which concentrations in consumer products can cause a flare-up of hand eczema.\(^9\)\(^0\) It might be indicated in selected cases of hand eczema, particularly in an occupational subset.

**The lymphocyte proliferation test**

This test can be useful in the diagnosis of nickel sensitivity. Duarte showed that lymphocyte proliferation was higher in patients allergic to nickel (17 patients) than in controls (25 patients) for all the nickel concentrations tested.\(^9\)\(^1\)

**Prick test**

This may be indicated in cases of contact urticaria due to nickel.

**Intradermic test**

Intradermic test is almost never used on clinical practice, but it may be utilized in case of doubtful patch test reactions, either to identify false-positive reactions or to confirm a clinical suspicion of nickel dermatitis in patients with negative patch tests.\(^9\)\(^2\) It can also reveal the degree of sensitivity with different titrations, which can’t be done with standard patch tests.\(^9\)\(^3\)

**Preventive strategies**

**Avoidance of nickel**

The only way to prevent recurrence is avoiding skin contact with metallic items that release nickel. It has been documented that this strategy results in a statistically significant decrease in the frequency of hand eczema in nickel-sensitive individuals.\(^9\)\(^4\)

Although metallic items that could not be avoided are often covered with enamel, dye or adhesive this procedure may carry the risk of inducing sensitization to these compounds.

In a recent study, Sprigle evaluated the ability of four different barrier coatings in obtaining a negative DMG test and showed that Nickel Guard® (proprietary ingredients) and Beauty Secrets Hardener® (a clear nail polish not containing tosylamide/formaldehyde resin) were most effective, the latter being the most cost-effective choice.\(^9\)\(^5\)

Patients should be instructed to buy stainless steel or gold earrings and change the metallic buttons with buttons made by plastic or brass.

Cosmetics often contain nickel and some products such as mascara and eye shadows might cause or aggravate ACD, particularly in patients with eyelid involvement. “Nickel-free” cosmetics available in the market contain less than 1ppm of nickel and can be safely used by most sensitized patients.

**Antiperspirants**

The use of antiperspirants in order to decrease sweating can sometimes prevent nickel ACD, as sweating induces release of nickel ions from metallic items.

**Smoking**

Heavy smoking is a risk factor for nickel allergy, as the metal is found in tobacco with an average content of 1 to 3 μg per cigarette.\(^3\)\(^9\)\(^9\)

**Therapeutic strategies**

Therapy of nickel contact dermatitis can be very challenging and depends on clinical manifestations.

**Symptomatic treatments**

Since pruritus is an important complaint sedating oral antihistamines might be indicated. Topical antihistamines on the other hand must be discouraged, as they are possible sensitizers. Oral doxepin (10–25 mg at night in adults) can be considered if other oral antihistamines are not helpful.\(^1\)\(^0\)

Acute exudative or bullous lesions can be treated with cool antiseptics compresses, three times a day, and topical steroids. Topical or oral antibiotics must be prescribed in case of secondary bacterial infection. Emollients in creams are useful to relief itching and dry skin.

**Steroids**

Topical steroids are very useful and represent the first-line treatment. Potency should be chosen according to the body sites, as low potency steroids are recommended for face and flexural areas and high potency agents might be used for other sites as palms and soles.

Oral steroids act as immunosuppressive agents and might be indicated for short-term treatment of severe dermatitis. In adults prednisone in a single morning dose of 40 to 60 mg can be prescribed and tapered over 2 to 3 weeks, as symptoms resolve.
Calcineurin inhibitors
Calcineurin inhibitors are currently approved for the treatment of atopic dermatitis but not ACD. Advantages over topical corticosteroids include that they do not cause cutaneous atrophy or glaucoma or cataracts when applied near the eye. Pimecrolimus cream might be used for the face and tacrolimus 0.1% ointment can be used for ACD of the hands.101,102

Psoralen plus UV-A
Some patients with chronic ACD can benefit from PUVA. Kalimo treated with PUVA 5 female patients with long-standing hand dermatitis with complete resolution after 1 year. However sensitivity of blood lymphocytes to nickel after treatment was approximately the same or increased which provides no evidence to indicate that systemic, nickel-specific suppressive immune regulative mechanisms would have been activated by the treatment.103

Disulfiram
It has been shown that disulfiram can chelate nickel, interfere with its absorption and metabolism and then improve nickel contact dermatitis, particularly pompholyx.6 This agent can be considered only in nickel-sensitized patients with severe hand involvement refractory to all other treatments as it can cause severe side effects including liver toxicity. It is also important to inform the patients that they cannot drink alcohol during treatment. Adult dose is 500 mg PO qd and 125 to 500 mg PO qd for maintenance.100

Binding agents and barrier creams
It is known that some topical and oral substances can chemically bind nickel and prevent nickel ACD.104 These substances promote chelation of nickel, and thus prevent its antigenic properties; they are usually used in combination with others treatments, such as topical steroids.105 Barrier creams act as an “invisible glove”, protecting the skin from environmental allergens.106

The most utilized binding agent is ethylene diamine tetra-acetic acid (EDTA), which can be included at a 15% concentration in a cream in association with topical steroids. Memon showed that a cream containing 15% EDTA and 1% hydrocortisone was able to reduce the allergic reactions to patch tests with 20 pence coins (16% NI, 84% Cu) in 10 of 26 nickel-sensitive subjects challenged for 2 days.107 Wöhrl demonstrated the preventive effect of 10% diethylthiocarbazone in an oil-in-water emulsion in damaged skin in vitro.110

Another binding agent is 5-chloro-7-iodoquinolinol-8-ol (clioquinol), which was able of prevent allergic reaction in 2 days, in a cream containing clioquinol 3% and hydrocortisone 1%.109 Clioquinol is commercially available in association with hydrocortisone or flumethasone.

Preparations containing diphenythiocarbazone, diphenylglyoxime and tartaric acid have been investigated for their ability to detoxify NI²⁺ in vitro. The preparation with diphenylglyomime was shown to have a positive effect. Kolpakov demonstrated that a cream containing 1% dimethylglyoxime (DMG) delayed but did not prevent the penetration of NI²⁺ (as 10% or 20% solutions of NiSO₄ and/or NiCl₂ into damaged skin in vitro).110

The efficacy of barrier creams in nickel allergy, particularly in patients with hand dermatitis, has been studied.111 Starek showed that an association of hydrocarbons, silicon and cetaceum have inhibiting effects on the absorption of nickel through the skin.112

Most commercially available barrier cream contains silicones and moisturizing agents.

Low-nickel diet
Food is important source of nickel and daily ingestion depends both on the type of food and on the production environment. Foods with high nickel content include whole-grain flour, oats, soybeans, legumes, shellfish, nuts, licorice and chocolate.113 The efficacy of prescribing a diet is still controversial as the daily oral uptake from food is much lower than the doses utilized to produce symptoms in experimental studies. However, it has been shown that some patients might benefit from a nickel free or a low nickel diet.114,115

Dietary restriction must be prescribed according to Veien’s guidelines.116 Patients should be followed for 1 to 2 months to evaluate outcome before deciding if dietary restrictions should be maintained or not.

Nickel hyposensitization
Since nickel sensitization is a hapten-specific immunological process, it is possible to induce immune tolerance to this metal. As already discussed in this article, it had been shown that oral exposure to nickel through dental braces prior to ear piercing reduces the risk of developing nickel allergy.4,40

Oral administration of nickel sulfate 5.0 mg once a week for 6 weeks in nickel-allergic patients significantly reduced the degree of contact allergy, as measured by patch test reactions before and after nickel administration.117

Oral hyposensitization with increasing (0.3 ng to 3000 ng/week) doses of oral nickel sulfate associated
with an elimination diet was able to induce partial or total remission of symptoms in 24 patients after 16 months with 20 patients remaining symptom-free after reintroduction of a nickel-containing diet.\textsuperscript{118} Although “nickel vaccination” using oral hyposensitizing treatment is commercially available in some countries its efficacy is still to be definitively proven.\textsuperscript{119}

**Alitretinoin (9-cis retinoic acid)**

This oral retinoid has been described as a promising new option in treatment of chronic, severe, and refractory hand dermatitis. This substance is a pan-agonist that binds to retinoic acid receptors A (RAR) and X (RXR), acting as anti-inflammatory and immunomodulator.\textsuperscript{120–122}

### Occupational allergy

Evaluation of patients with possible occupational nickel allergy requires a detailed history that includes possible sources of exposure, daily activities, past and current occupations, manipulation of products, environmental conditions, use of personal protection equipment, and identification of other workers similarly affected in the same workplace. However, occupational ACD usually but not always improves on weekends and during holidays.

Nickel occupational ACD presents most commonly as hand eczema, as hands are constantly exposed to work tools that release nickel. The condition can lead to inability to work, as the hands are necessary in the majority of work tasks.

It has been shown by several studies that nickel exposure can be quantified by nickel content in nails and skin. Such measurements provide an objective evaluation of occupational exposure in nickel-sensitized individuals with hand dermatitis, but are not available in daily practice.\textsuperscript{123} After diagnosing an occupational ACD related to nickel, some recommendations are needed.

Depending on sensitization degree and clinical presentation it might be necessary to temporarily remove the worker from his tasks. Sometimes it might be necessary to rehabilitate the worker in another function where there is no contact with nickel.

Besides the preventive and therapeutical strategies generally recommended for nickel-sensitized individuals, already discussed in this article, there is the necessity to improve the workplace environment by eliminating and substituting metallic tools.

Good occupational hygiene is mandatory, especially for workers in contact with platters and batteries, which release metallic tools. Sometimes it might be necessary to rehabilitate the worker in another function where there is no contact with nickel. Already recommended for nickel-sensitized individuals, already discussed in this article, there is the necessity to improve the workplace environment by eliminating and substituting metallic tools. Use of personal protective equipment, particularly gloves made of polyvinyl chloride (PVC), is important.\textsuperscript{124}

### Prognosis

Once an individual has become sensitized to nickel, it will be a life-long condition. Early diagnosis and proper management are fundamental. If the individual can prevent contact with items that release this metal, the prognosis is often good.

Factors associated with a bad prognosis include continuous nickel exposure, involvement of the hands, secondary bacterial infection, history of atopy, and multiple contact allergies.

### Conclusion

Nickel is the most common sensitizing agent worldwide. Allergic contact dermatitis due to this metal represents great morbidity, as well as cases of systemic allergic contact dermatitis, which can be misdiagnosed as adverse drug reactions, delaying the correct diagnosis and leading to inappropriate treatment. Studies in work adaptability and quality of life are needed, as no data have been published in this field.
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